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ABSTRACT
Restriction fragment length polymorphism mapping data from nine populations (Glycine max X G.
soja and G. max X G. max) of the Glycine subgenus soja genomeled to the identification of many
duplicated segments of the genome. Linkage groups containedup to 33 markers that were duplicated
on other linkagegroups.Thesize
of homoeologousregionsrangedfrom
1.5 to 106.4 cM, with an
average size of 45.3 cM. We observed segments in the soybean genome that were presentin as many as
six copies with an average of2.55 duplications per segment. The presence
of nested duplicationssuggests
that at least one of the original genomes may have undergonean additional roundof tetraploidization.
Tetraploidization, alongwith large internal duplications, accounts for the highly duplicated nature of
the genome of the subgenus. Quantitative trait loci for seed protein and oil showed correspondence
across homoeologous regions, suggestingthat the genes or gene families contributingto seed composition have retained similar functions throughout the evolution of the chromosomes.
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EN a genetic lineage splits, ancestrally related
chromosome segments can usually be detected.
Detailed mapping of these chromosome regions has
demonstrated conservation of gene orderacross species
and has recently been correlated to conservation of loci
conferring complex agronomic traits (LIN et al. 1995;
PATEMON
et al. 1995).
Homoeologous chromosomesegments can be generated by polyploidization or by regionalduplication.
These chromosome segments are syntenic, in that they
represent blocks of conserved linkages between the duplicated segments (LUNDIN 1993). presence
The
of such
regions in a genometells usmuch about genomestructure and evolution (BONIEMALE
et al. 1988; HULBERT
et al. 1990;WHITKUSet al. 1992;& I N et al. 1993;&IN and
TANKSLEY
1993; REINISCH et al. 1994) and can provide a
means of transferring map information intragenomically from well-mapped to poorly mapped regions (HELENTJARIS 1993).
Rearrangements have frequently been observed following polyploidization, perhaps because they return
the genome to a more
stable diploidized state (LEIPOLD
and SCHMIDTKE
1982). Restriction fragmentlength
polymorphism (RFLP) analysis of synthetic polyploids
of Brassicashowed that genomicchanges occurred rapidly, beginning in the F2 generation, and resulted in
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loss or gain of restriction fragments, as well as the a p
pearance of novel fragments (SONGet al. 1995). This
process has been proposed to account, in part, for the
diversity and success of manyancient polypoid lineages
(SONGet al. 1995).
Duplications and subsequent rearrangements can result in chromosomes constructed of a patchwork of distinct homoeologous regions (LUNDIN 1993).
Such chromosomes have been observed in Zea mays (HELENTJARIS
et al. 1988) and in B. raps (SONGet al. 1991; SHARPE
et
al. 1995), with the former exhibiting relatively
a
simple,
and the latter a complex pattern of homoeology. In
those species in which the degree of duplication and
chromosomal rearrangement has been extensive, ancient linkage relationships may not be conserved, making the identification of homoeologous regions difficult.
Evolutionary studies and haploid genome analysis
have suggested that soybean [Glycine max (L.) Merr.
subgenus soja] is an ancient tetraploid whose genome
has, over time, become diploidized (HADLEY and HYMOWITZ 1973). Theobservation that soybean multigene
families contain two distinct subgroups of more closely
related genes supportsthis hypothesis (LEEand VERMA
1984; HIGHTOWER
and MEAGHER1985; GRANDBASTIEN
et al. 1986; NIELSENet al. 1989). The construction of a
RFLP map has now provided an opportunity to identify
homoeologous regions of the genome, although most
RFLP markers map as single-locus bimorphisms (ie.,
two alleles) in crosses of soybean genotypes (KEIM et al.
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1989). A significant number exhibit complex banding
patterns on autoradiograms. Independent segregation
of cohybridizing RFLP fragments in a segregating population allows the identification of duplicate markers.
Those markers constitute duplicate loci in the sense
that the DNA sequence used as the probe is to some
extent conserved at each chromosomal position.
Comparative mapping of mungbean (Vigna radiata)
and cowpea (V. unguiculata) has shown that these two
species share a general linkage conservation, with only
a few rearrangements of marker orders (MENANCIOHAUTEA et al. 1993). BOUTIN et al. (1995) compared
mungbean, common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris),and soybean (G. max) and have demonstrated that mungbean
and commonbeanshare
relatively large, conserved
linkage blocks. In contrast, only short, dispersed linkage
blocks of the soybean genome were in common with
the two species. For example, segments from as many
as 16 different soybean linkage groups were found on
a single mungbean linkage group, whereas segments
from as many as nine different soybean groups were
found on a single common bean linkage group. These
authors speculated that the greater incidence of rearrangement in the soybean may be due to its earlier
divergence and/or tetraploidy.
Our objectives in this study were to integrate into
one common map the linkage maps derived from nine
different soybean populations involving both intmpecific and intraspecific crosses. Mapintegration provides
a means for detecting and mapping large numbers of
duplicated loci. We used the map positions of duplicated markers to identify homoeologous regions within
the genome. In this report, we also provide evidence
that segmental duplication in several chromosomal regions has contributed significantly to theduplicated
nature of the soybean genome and that the subgenus
soja may have undergone an additional round of genome duplication in its ancient evolutionary past, thus
adding credence to its status as an “ancient polyploid”
(SOLTISet al. 1993). Finally, we also provide evidence
suggesting that genes or gene families contributing to
quantitative trait loci (QTL) affecting seed composition
have retained similar functions throughout genome duplication and evolution events.
MATERIALSAND

METHODS

Geneticmaps were previously constructed from populations derived from the interspecific and intraspecific crosses
shown in Table 1. The intraspecific crosses with the cultivar
Evans involved Evans as the maternal parent. TheF5:6recombinant inbred line population was constructed by advancing
98 lines from Evans X PI 209.332 F2 plants to theF5 generation
by single-seed descent. Seventy-five seed from each line were
planted and used as the source of bulk leaf tissue for DNA
extraction and analysis. The cross with cultivar Young and
PI416937 was an Fk5 recombinant inbred linepopulation.
This population consisted of 120 lines that were created by
single-seed descent with each line originating from a different

F2 plant. The cross with PI97100 and Coker 237 was an F4
population consisting of 11 1 lines. Populations developed
from other crosses have been described previously (Table 1).
Genomic DNA isolation, restriction enzyme digestion, electrophoresis, blotting, probe preparation andlabeling, hybridization, andmembrane washing forthe G. max X G. soja
populations and the Clark X Harosoy population were conducted using the methods described by K E I M et al. (1988).
For the other populations, the genomic DNAwas prepared
by a modified procedure of DELLAPORTA
et al. (1983) and
processed as reported in YOUNG et al. (1992). Linkage maps
for the nine populations were generated with the computer
program MapMaker (LANDER et al. 1987). Details of these
procedures were reported previously (Table 1 ) .
Autoradiographs corresponding to eachprobe/enzyme
combination applied to two or more of the nine populations
were examined to determine if the restriction fragment polymorphism ascribed to a given marker (for a specific probeenzyme combination) was identical across all populations. If
so, it was treated as an “anchoring” marker for map integration purposes and was used to define common markers between maps. If the segregating polymorphic fragments differed between any two populations, this result was attributed
to two distinct RFLP markers and was assumed to represent
duplicate loci. This criterion was particularly critical when
identifylng czFduplicated loci. In those instances in which the
same restriction enzyme was not used with a given probe,
thereby precluding the restriction fragment comparison, the
mapping data themselves were used. If the RFLP in one population and the RFLP in another population mapped to different locations (as evidenced by a LOD score of 3 or greater),
and each was linked to different anchored markers, then the
WLPs were assumed to be putative duplicate markers. Marker
datasets from each population were visually evaluated and
presorted to distinguish subsets of data for individual linkage
groups. The linkage group datasets fromeachpopulation
were then combined, and anintegrated map was constructed
using the computer program ‘JoinMap” (STAM1993). The
Kosambi mapping functionwas selected and a minimumLOD
score of 3 was required fora two-point linkage to be included
in any analysis. In all cases the order of “anchored markers”
defined by JoinMap output agreedwith the order of the loci
defined by the reference population (SHOEMAKER
and OISON
1993) and MapMaker output.Therefore, specification of
fixed sequences was not necessary.
To estimate the average number of restriction fragments
detected per probe, genomic DNAsof the G. max breeding
line A81-356022 and the G. soja plant introductionPI 468.916
were digested using the restriction enzymes HzndIII, DraI,
EcoRI, EcoRV and TaqI. Southern hybridizations were carried
out using 280 randomly chosen PstI genomic clones as probes
with low stringency wash conditions (0.5X SSC, 0.5% SDS,
60°C). Estimates of marker duplication based on restriction
fragment countingwere obtained by determining theaverage
number of bands observed on autoradiograms.
Locations of QTL for soybean seed oil and proteincomposition were determined from previous studies using populations
described in Table 1 and for which anchoring RFLP probes
were in common. Concordance of QTL positions with duplicated segments was determined. QTL were considered to be
homoeologous if they were located within clearly delineated
homoeologous segments as defined by three or more common markers. Negative correlation between soybean seed protein and oil composition was observed in all studies (DIERSet
al. 1992b; LEE et al. 1996b; E.C. BRUMMER, unpublished
results). Thiswas consistent with the strongnegative correlation
generally found between these traits (BURTON1985). Even
though variation may have been significant for one trait (e.g.,
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TABLE 1
Interspecific and intraspecific Glycine crosses that led to the mapping populations that were used inthis study

Reference
Mapping population
G. max X G. soja
A81-356022
468.916
X PI
C1640 X PI 479.750
G. max X G. max
Clark X Harosoy
Evans X PI 90763
Evans X PI 88788
Evans X PI 209.332
Evans X Peking
Young X PI 416937
PI 97100 X Coker 237

Population
markers”
structure
F2
F2
F2
FZ
F2
F5:6 (NL)
F,
F4
FZ

No. of
individuals

547
73

No. of

57
59
60

115
102
98
110
120
111

DIERSet al. (199213)
BRUMMER
et al. (1995)

118
10

SHOEMAKER
and SPECHT(1995)

7
53
14
154
LEE
LEE
166

et al. (1996); MIAN et al. (1996)
et al. (1995)

“ Number of informative markers involved in integrating linkage groups. Informative markers represent (1) anchored loci
that are in common among the nine populations and (2) putative duplicate loci. The mapping data of the nine populations
were integrated to identify duplicate loci:
oil amount was significantly increased) and not for the other
(e.g., protein amount was decreased but not significantly),
both traits responded in concert. This suggests that the genetic factorscontrolling variation for each trait at aQTL may
be the same. In this analysis we treated QTL for protein or
oil simply as QTL for “seed composition.”
To test for conservation of function between duplicated
regions,allpossiblepainvisehomoeologouscomparisons
were classified into discrete classes: (1) both homoeologues
contained QTL for seed protein or oil, (2) one contained a
QTL and one did not or (3) neither homoeologue contained
a QTL. This method of classification allowed us to test for
the significance of differences betweentwo proportions using
the 2 X 2 Gtest as recommended by SOW and ROHLF(1981).
The two proportions were defined as (1) number of pairs
sharing QTL state (presence us. absence) divided by the total
number of pairs, and (2) the number of pairs not sharing
QTL state divided by the total number of pairs.
RESULTS

contained as few as three to as many as
71 markers.
Most linkage groups contained numerous markers that
were duplicated on other linkage groups. For example,
linkage group g (LGg) contained33 markers thatwere
duplicated on other linkage groups
while L G k contained 26; LGc2 and LGa2, 25; LGf, 24; LGe, 23;
L G b l , 22; L G n , 20; L G d l , LGh and LGl, 19; L G a l ,
16; and LGb2, 15. All other linkage groups contained
14 or fewer duplicate markers. For any given linkage
group, duplicate markerswere present in asfew as one
to as many as 17 (mean 8.2) other linkage groups.
Markerswerefrequentlyfoundtobeduplicated
within the same linkage group. Fifteen incidences
of
markerduplicationin
a ckconfiguration wereobserved. It is possible that some very closely linked c i s
duplicated markers, because they
were mapped inseparatepopulationsusingdifferentrestriction
enzymes,
may represent a single chromosomal position. Of the
nine linkagegroups shown tocontaincisconfigured
duplicate markers, four (LGc2, LGf, LGg, and LGp)

Identification of duplicate markers: Analysis of the
average number of fragments generatedby each of 280
randomly chosen PstI genomic probes tested against
five restriction enzyme digests have shown that -92.5%
TABLE 2
low stringency condetect two or more fragments under
ditions (Table 2). These data suggested that more than
Copy-number of soybean sequences detected
with genomic probes
90% of the nonrepetitive sequences insoybean may be
present in two or more copies. Approximately 58.9%
Percentage
of the RFLP probes detected three or more fragments
No. of fragments
No. of probes
of total
in soybean (Table 2). This observation suggested that
1
21
7.5
the highlevel of duplicationis not simply due to greater
2
94
conservationofduplicated
loci fromancestral
ge- 33.6
3
72
25.7
nomes, but that large amounts
of the genome have
4
34
12.1
undergone genome duplication in addition to the pre21.1
>4
58
sumed tetraploidization event, or that soybean has unFragments were detected under low stringency conditions
dergone an additional round
of genome duplication in
by 280 randomly selected soybean
PstI genomic probes hybridits evolutionary past.
ized
to
restriction
enzyme-digested
soybeangenomic DNA
The integrated RFLP map contained -810 markers
from the breeding line A81-356022 and plant introduction
and 25 linkage groups (Table 3). These linkage groups
PI 468.916. Fragment numbers represent means over five enspanned distances ranging from 10.9 to 193.3 cM and
zymes.
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TABLE 3

Homoeologous relationships among soybean linkage groups
Reference
linkage
group group
25

Total
of
cM
Total
reference
linkage

a1
a2

99.6
132.8

bl

143.4

No. of
markers
duplicated
elsewhere

No. of
associated
linkage
groups"

16
25

8

55

53

22

10

number of
markers
10

Homoeologueb
a2
a1
c2
e

g
h

25
49

b2

69.6

cl
c2

150.9
142.0

dl

193.3

d2
e

41

40

9

No. of
homoeologous
markers"

45.0
70.5
27.7
27.3
41.9
53.3
14.6
20.4
65.2

5
5
3
5
3
7
3
3
3

15

8

dl
e

10
18

7

-

-

-

11

a2

88.4

3

49

19

13

g

82.7

44.9
127.7

11
54

6
23

17

f

124.5

55

24

9

g

146.9

71

33

13

4
3
3
5
3
5
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
5
3
6

h

19 131.5

33

b2
n
P
f
a2
b2
g
k
e
h
a2
bl
c2
e
k
bl
f
k

i

28

Size of
homoeologous
segment'

3

7

j

82.5
109.0

25
40

13
14

10
12

k

186.6

55

26

14

1

121.4

m
n

118.9
96.0

26

0

114.5
84.5
25.2
49.7
21.4
11.4
10.9

23
18
9
14
4
3
4

P

9
r
S

W

Y

9

6
20

8
10

8
12

5
3
4
6
2
1
4

5
4
2
1
3

1
k
e
g
h
j
1
j
k
n

65.0
8.7
37.6
17.7
98.2
52.2
47.5
29.6
30.7
18.1
50.9
87.8
34.3
9.0
47.6
106.4
29.1
43.2
26.9
33.5
54.2
92.0
42.7
25.2
12.7
88.4
46.0
31.2
42.5

3
3
3
4
3
3
6
3
3
3
4
3
6

0

-

-

-

dl
1
i
dl
bl

1.5
45.5
85.2
46.8
15.5

3
6
3
6
3

-

-

-

-

The number of linkage groups to which markers on the tested linkage group possess duplicate loci.
relationships are observed with the reference linkage group.
Size, in cM, of the homoeologous segment on the reference linkage group.
Number of duplicate markers defining the region of homoeology.

* Linkage group to which homoeologous

7
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contained more thanone pair. These markers may have
been duplicated congruently or independently. The
data do not provide information on this point.
Identification of homoeologousgenomicregions:
The probability that n randomly distributed duplicate
markers are syntenic on linkage groups of equal size
in a map of 25 linkage groups is equal to (1/25)(n-1)
(REINISCH et al. 1994). A coincidence of two or more
duplicated loci between linkage groups (likelihood
0.04) represents putative evidence of homoeology.
However, because this is only a crude estimate and assumptions of equal-sized linkage groups are violated,
only a coincidence of three or more duplicated loci
between linkage groups (likelihood 0.0016) was considered strongevidence of homoeology between segments
rather than synteny by random chance.
Two instances were observed in which homoeologous
segments involved sevenpairs of duplicate markers, five
instances involving six pairs of duplicate markers, six
instances of five markers, four instances of four markers, and 28 instances of three markers (Table 3). There
were 34 instances in which two pairs of duplicate markers were found to be in commonbetween two different
linkage groups. Only linkage groups cl andm, plus the
very small two- or three-marker linkage groups r, s, w,
and y were not identified as containing homoeologous
segments.
Sizes of homoeologous segments ranged from 1.5 cM
(spanned by three markers) to 106.4 cM (spanned by
seven markers) with an average size of 45.3 cM (Table
3). The average density of markers shared between homoeologous segments was one marker per 11.7 cM. Few
examples of perfect colinearity between homoeologous
regions were observed.
Figure 1shows examples of reference linkage groups,
and the segments of homoeology toother linkage
groups, based on the co-occurrence of three or more
duplicated loci from the reference group. Based upon
comparisons of all reference linkage groups, chromosome segments were duplicated, on average, 2.55 times
and a nested pattern of genome duplication often tied
together many linkage groups. For example, three
markers, spanning -13 cMof LGk (markers 22-25)
and duplicated on LGj, are located within a region
homoeologous to LGe (markers 15-20) and within a
region homoeologous to LGh (markers 21-26) (Figure 1).Another example of the apparent multiple duplication of large genomic segments can be seen on
reference linkage group LGe where it seems that copies
of the same genomic region can be found in LGa2,
LGb2, LGk, and LGg.
Although duplicate markers were not always directly
observed between two particular linkage groups, an inference of homoeology could be made if there was homoeology between each of those two linkage groups
and a third linkage group. For example, Figure 1 depicts a region of reference LGa2 homoeologous with
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a segment of LGe. This region of LGe is also homoeologous to LGb2, LGk, and LGg. Since LGal is also
homoeologous with this segment of LGe (through L G
a2) we can thus infer homoeology of regions of LGb2,
LGk, and LGgto LGal.
Concordanceof seed compositionQTL with homoeologous segments: Chromosome regions sharing markers
also showed a tendency to share QTL for seed composition. Seventeen linkage groups were assayed with multiple markers to identify QTL for seed protein and oil.
Major QTL were located on nine linkage groups, with
relatively minor QTL on four others. A total of 54 discrete homoeologous comparisons were possible among
the 17 linkage groups. From these, 25 pairs contained
QTL for seed protein or oil on both homoeologues, 15
pairs contained no QTL on either homoeologue, and
14 pairs exhibited a QTL on only one homoeologue. We
found a significant difference between the proportion of
40/54 (shared QTL state) and 14/54 (nonshared QTL
state) (G = 8.86; P < 0.005, 1 d.f.) (SOW and ROHLF
1981).
Figure 2 shows examples of homoeologous regions
containing QTL for seed composition. A group of
markers identifylng QTL for seed protein and oil were
located on LGal between markers 19 and 21 (E. C.
BRUMMER,
unpublished results). The genomic region
encompassing these markers was homoeologous with a
region of LGa2 (Figure 2) also containing QTL for
seed protein and oil (E. C. BRUMMER,unpublished results). In turn,markers defining a 2 k M region of L G
a2 containing QTL for these traits were dispersed along
a region of LGe (markers 7-6) that also contained
numerous markers identifylng QTL for protein and oil
(Figure 2; E. C. BRUMMER,unpublished results; DIEM
et al. 1992b). A cluster of markers identifylng QTL for
protein and oil was also observed on LGg. This region
(markers 35-39) was shown to be homoeologous with
a region on LGc2 that also contained QTL for seed
composition. LGc2, in turn, contained a region homoeologous to LGa2 (markers 10-12).Other markers
were often shared between nonadjacent linkage groups,
thus strengthening evidence for these homoeolgous relationships even further. However, because one or two
markers in common did not meetour criteria for claiming synteny, these data are not shown.
DISCUSSION

We have used nine different soybean populations to
identify homoeologous relationships among chromosomes and have compiled data from 11 populations to
identify QTL for seed composition. Our results indicate
that (1) large portions of the soybean genome seem to
have undergone duplication, (2) more than one round
of duplication may have occurred (triplicate and quadruplicate markers are evident), and (3) genes conferring quantitative differences in seed composition show
concordance with homoeologous regions.
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FIGURE1.-Examples of homoeologous relationships among soybean linkage groups. A homoeologous region is defined by
the positions of three (or more) pairs of duplicated RFLP loci, where one of the two markers comprising each pair mapped to
a reference linkage group while the other locus of each pair mapped to another linkage group. The reference linkage groups
were those of the A81-356022 X PI 468.916 interspecific cross and in the figure the linkage group designations (al, a2, e and
k) are shown above the group in large bold type. The numbers within the open vertical bar correspond to markers and similar
numbers indicate duplicate loci. Markers are graphically ordered and distanced in the reference linkage group to reflect the
mapping data. The vertical open bars to the left and right of the reference linkage group correspond to segments of other
linkage groups that possess putative homoeology with the reference linkage group. Homoeologous linkage group designations
are shown in smaller bold type above or below the bars. Lines were drawn to connect the two markers of each duplicate pair
primarily to show, where applicable, incidences of rearrangement between or among the homoeologous segments. Dashed lines
connect nonadjacent groups. The scale marker applies only to the reference linkage group. All linkage groups and homoeologous
relationships can be viewed through the SoyBase homepage on the WWW at http://129.186.26.94.
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a1

a2

e

c2

43 PI1

39

44 PI

Scale

FIGURE2.-Examples of linkage groups
containing QTL for seed protein and oil
and for which homoeology is demonstrated. Markers are drawn and distanced
to reflect mapping data. Thenumbers
within each vertical bar refer to markers
and similar numbers indicateduplicate
loci. Lines drawn between linkage groups
indicate duplicated markers. Dashed lines
connect duplicate markers of nonadjacent
linkage groups. The inverse relationship
between quantities of protein and oil suggest that similar geneticfactors control
QTL for eithertrait (see text). Markers adjacent to the letters P and/or 0 are markers associated with QTL for protein and/
or oil. For purposes of this study these QTL
were considered collectivelyas seed composition QTL. The independent studies identifylng the QTL are cited in the text.
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46
47

48
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One byproduct of RFLP map construction has been
the ability to estimate the degree ofduplication within
plant genomes, generally by counting the number of
bands detectedby cDNAor random genomic fragments
under medium or low stringency conditions. Estimates
of 26-80% sequence duplication (probes hybridizing
to two or more bands) in rice (MCCOUCHet al. 1988)
and B. rapa genomes (MCGRATHand QUIROS
1991;
SONGet al. 1991) indicate that plantgenomes can differ
significantly in their degreeof duplication. Several studies indicate that the soybean genome is highly duplicated. Observations of significant chromosome pairing
during meiosis in haploid soybean is indicative of extensive homoeology (CRANEet al. 1982). In addition,many
soybean phenotypes are knownwith digenic inheritance (PALMERand KILEN 1987). In this study, counts
of restriction fragment bands on autoradiograms suggested that more than 90% of nonrepetitive soybean
sequences are probably present in two or more copies.
This high level of duplication is expected from an ancient tetraploid, such as the soybean, but it is much

higher than the frequency of duplicated sequences observed for other supposed ancient tetraploids such as
maize (28.6%) (HELENTJARIS
et al. 1988). However,k N
and TANKSLEY
(1993) and LEE et al. (1992), who have
used (as probes) sequences conserved between rice and
sorghum and rice and maize, respectively, havedemonstrated that the extentof duplication may be higher in
maize than previously reported. The observation that
-60% of 280 RFLP probes detect three or more bands
in soybean (based on counting bands in five different
restriction enzyme digests under low stringency conditions) suggests that this higher level of duplication is
not simply due to greater conservation of the duplicated
loci present in the ancient tetraploid, but that much
of
the genome has undergone duplications in addition
to the tetraploidization event. The high incidence of
duplicated segments in common between three or
more linkage groups, as we observed for soybean, could
be paleohomoeologic evidence (REINISCH et al. 1994)
of an additional roundof genome duplication. It could
also be explained by a high rate of segmental duplica-
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tion during the diploidization of the soybean genome
following a single tetraploidization event. We know of
no easy way to unambiguously resolve these possibilities.
The distribution of duplicate markers previously suggested that the soybean genome was significantlyrearrangedduring its evolution ( K E I M et al. 1990). Although it is likely that many of the rearrangements do
represent actual chromosomal shuffling, some observed rearrangementsare
possibly artifacts arising
from the inability to simultaneously detect and map
all duplicated, triplicated, or quadruplicated markers
present in the genome. Indeed, incomplete mapping
of such markers could give the appearance of rearrangement simply because a random markerfrom each
of severalduplicate markers (that constitute homoeologous linkage groups) may not have yet been found to
be polymorphic in the crosses tested to date. If, for
example, a molecular map had been developed for a
diploidized ancient octaploid, butnot all ofthe quadruplicate loci had been identified and mapped, onemight
conclude that “rearrangement” had occurred, even if
it had not (LUNDIN 1993).
It is unlikely that perceived rearrangements were due
to structural differences in chromosomes among the
various populations. Cytogenetic variation in soybean
is uncommon, and none of the populations exhibited
symptoms of sterility associated with cytogenetic aberrations.
In this study we showed that even though many homoeologous relationships likely remain unresolved, as
evidenced by the many duplicate markers seemingly
not associated with a homoeologous “segment,” much
of the genome structure is consistent with a polyploid
origin.
The incidence of multi-locus polymorphism between
any given pair of soybean genotypes is relatively low
(KEIM et al. 1989). Thus duplicate markers are not frequently discovered when a single mapping population
is examined (KEIM et al. 1990). However, mapping populations constructed from differentcrosses can identify
duplicate RFLP markers if theautoradiogramfora
given probe exhibits multiple restriction fragments. Integration of independently derived genetic maps from
different populations provides a way to detect many
more duplicate markers than would be possible using
any given single population.
Lack of variation for some QTL alleles prevents the
identification of all QTL for any given trait in a single
population. By comparing the locations of QTL identified in three independent studies and 11 independent
populations representing Northern and Southern soybean germ plasm (DIEKSet al. 1992b; LEEet al. 1996b;
E. C. BRUMMER
unpublished results), we were able to
identify a much larger array of QTL than would be
possible with a single population.
We found a strong
relationship between the presence
of a QTL for seed composition on one member of a

homoeologous pair and a similar QTL on the other
homoeologue. These relationships often were maintained within nested duplications. The fact that these
QTL reside within interrelated homoeologous regions
suggests that they may share a commonancestral gene.
Certainly many genes, following tetraploidization and
subsequent duplication events, undergomutation to
eliminate or alter their function (PICKETTand MEEKSWAGNER
1995). The finding in soybean that QTL for
major agronomic characters were seemingly retained
across homoeologous regions is noteworthy. A similar
association was seen in maize where 50% of the QTL
intervals for plant height resided within seven pairs of
homoeologous regions (LINet al. 1995). This suggests
that the genes for these traits, or their functions, have
been conserved, either by stabilizing selection or parallel evolution, in both soybean and maize.
Rearrangement following polyploidization can result
in genome organizations resembling a scrambled patchwork (LEIPOLDandSCHMIDTKE
1982; LUNDIN1993).
Similarly, mutation, genesilencing, and change in function of redundant genes is also common following polyploidization (PICKETT
and MEEKS-WAGNER
1995). Still,
in two widely diverse taxa we see evidence that not only
areancient homoeologous segments conserved, but
that QTL for major agronomic traits are also apparently
conserved within these regions. This seems highly unlikely to occur by chance. Persistence of genetic redundancy should only occur through negative or purifying
selection (loss of function of one gene copy results in
a selective disadvantage), or positive selection for the
roles ofall copies of the gene (PICKETT and MEEKSWAGNER
1995).
It is possible thatnatural
selection factors have
helped to maintain function of redundant QTL for
plant height and quantity of seed protein and oil. It is
not difficult to envision selective advantages of plant
height in competition for sunlight, or quantity of seed
protein providing better germination and seedling survivability. It is equally plausible that the domesticators
of these crops have provided positive selection pressure
on the traits. If this is true, we could predict that other
homoeologous complexes within plant genomes will
contain homoeologous QTL for additional traits that
provide domestication value or competitive advantage.
It has been speculated thatgeneticredundancy
caused by tetraploidization or gene duplication events
provides the genetic diversity needed to permitthe
physiological and morphological complexity observed
in higher eukaryotes (PIGKETT
and MEEKS-WAGNER
1995). The concordance of homoeologous segments
with QTI, for complex agronomic traits in both dicots
(this study) and monocots (LIN et al. 1995) supports
a universal role of homoelogous loci and/or genetic
redundancy in quantitative inheritance.
The development of adetailed molecular genetic
map of the Gtvcine subgenus soja genome has shown

Genome
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that much of the organization of the genome is consistent with a polyploid origin and has suggested a possible
additional round of genome duplication in the genome’s past. In this study we have only cursorily compared locations of QTL from one phenotypic trait with
regions of genome homoeology and have found ahigh
degree of concordance. The identification of homoeologous regions of soybean chromosomes and the association of homoeologous regions with other phenotypic
traits should increase our knowledge of the evolution
of this legume genome and increase our understanding
of the inheritance and genetic mechanisms controlling
complex traits in plants.
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